
Physical Security Assessments

Are your offices secure enough to avoid uninvited guests?
Would your personnel withstand social engineering attempts?
Are your processes robust enough to effectively identify and respond to incidents?

Contact us to identify the strengths and weaknesses in your 
company's physical security, the resilience of your staff, 
and the vigilance of your executives.

Our Physical Security Assessments provide deep insights into your security 
posture across key areas: physical, social, and technological.

In today's world, thwarting cyber threats has become standard practice for 
every company. As a result, adversaries are increasingly targeting the physical 
world, willing to take the fight directly to you—not only in your offices but also at 
the very homes of your executives.

Don't let the bad guys surprise you in the places you feel most secure. Fortify 
yourself where it matters most!



Physical Penetration Test

Gaining unauthorized entry to 
a company’s headquarters and connecting 
a rogue device to its data network is often 
easier than crafting a phishing campaign 
or breaching the company via the 
internet.

Our team will simulate a physical attack on your 
company with the objective of stealing sensitive 
documents, planting espionage devices, connecting 
a network implant, or even gaining access to 
executives’ offices. We achieve this by overcoming 
your physical security measures – cloning access 
badges, disabling alarms, bypassing doors, picking 
locks, or socially engineering your employees.

In addition to a comprehensive report detailing 
weaknesses, strengths, and recommended 
mitigations, you will experience a tangible simulation 
of such an attack.

Experienced professionals

You will work with a carefully selected team of experts with 
demonstrated experience in physical &digital penetration 
testing. Our Deloitte professionals are among a very few 
holders of RTA Covert Entry Associate certification worldwide. 
Deloitte Czech Republic is part of Deloitte Central and Eastern 
Europe, which allows for extensive cooperation across the 
region. The result is the delivery of innovative and high-quality 
services.

Comprehensive security assessment

Any physical security assessment can be expanded to 
include evaluations of data or WiFi network security, OSINT 
(Open Source Intelligence) on the company or selected 
individuals, and a dark web check. We also offer tailor-made 
training for executives and senior management to enhance 
their personal security awareness, hygiene, and resilience.
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Physical Security Consult

Senior executives often become targets 
for criminals due to the sensitive data 
they can access, the corporate reputation 
they represent, or their intrinsic value.

Instead of directly simulating an actual attack, our 
experts will identify weaknesses with you in real-
time, demonstrate potential exploits, and offer 
immediate recommendations for mitigation.

Our physical security consultation can be performed 
on any company property or an executive’s 
private property while accompanied with your 
representative. Our expert team will conduct 
thorough inspections of your facilities; examining 
access control systems, surveillance, perimeter 
defenses, and incident response protocols. 
We collaborate to identify weaknesses, such as 
easily bypassed doors, windows, and fences, 
and examine the setup of alarms, sensors, 
garage/gate keyfobs, camera coverage, and other 
security measures.
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